The largest unsteady 3-D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) results produced today exceed 100 gigabytes. Visualizing these large data sets stresses computational resources, requiring users and visualization systems to make trade-offs between time, space, and flexibility. Current CFD visualization systems make trade-offs which severely limit visualization of the largest unsteady 3-D CFD results. We propose a software model that breaks visualization processing into several stages: generation of solutions, extracts, graphic objects, scenes, and movies (explained below). Discarding data from early stages saves storage. Postponing decisions to later stages improves flexibility and speed. We also propose storing these data in a persistent object database in order to separate the logical and physical representations of the data and provide a consistent, clean interface between visualization software and data from all stages. Meta-data, such as performance information, may also be stored to support intelligent time vs. space vs. flexibility trade-offs. Ultimately, more optimal trade-offs expand the visualizations possible within constant hardware and wall clock time limits. This paper will describe, explain, and motivate the proposed model. In principle, the model should be of value in disciplines other than CFD.
I. Introduction
CFD scientists use flow solver software to generate vector and scalar fields describing fluid flow. These fields are called the solution. The solution is discretely sampled on spatial grids with enough sample points, called nodes, to capture the complex fluid physics. Capturing ever more detailed physics requires more and more nodes, increasing storage requirements. Unsteady solutions consist of a series of single-time solutions, called time steps. Adding the time dimension dramatically increases solution size.
CFD results are traditionally among the largest numerical data sets visualized. The largest 3-D unsteady data sets recently generated at NAS 1 range from 5,600 to 162,000 megabytes (see table  1 ).
Many visualization systems have been successfully used to examine steady-state CFD solutions [Bancroft90, Buning85, Legensky90, SGI92, Upson89, Wavefront91]. However, visualization of 3-D unsteady solutions is difficult because existing systems make performance trade-offs that assume much smaller quantities of data; i.e., that the solution and grid fit in RAM. Unfortunately, no current computer has enough RAM to hold the solutions in table 1. When faced with data quantity problems, it is tempting to wait for hardware improvements. However, simulation codes typically use all of available memory for a single time-step, and then save hundreds or thousands of timesteps on disk. Since CFD codes usually have access to at least as much memory as visualization systems, the largest unsteady CFD results will not fit in RAM until the physics cannot be improved by adding grid nodes. This will not occur for quite some time.
1. The NAS (Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation) Systems Division at NASA Ames Research Center is a leading supercomputer facility dedicated to the study of computational aerosciences, particularly CFD [Bailey86] . a. At 3.6 megabytes/second, the best performance achieved on workstations at NAS [Lam92] . Chawla92 900,000 9,000 5.0 162,000
The proposed visualization software model allows trade-offs to be customized to the visualization problem at hand; thus avoiding unnecessary data motion and processing. This should help make visualization of large unsteady solutions feasible. Figure 1 is a schematic of the model. A detailed description is found in section III.
There are several key points explained in section III:
• Extracts, i.e., scientific data, are calculated from solutions rather than graphics as is usually the case. Extracts are further processed to generate the graphics.
• Computation space fields on extracts are stored to postpone decisions about the fields to visualize and to avoid redundant extraction steps.
• All data are collected into a persistent object database, along with performance data. The database maintains a clean interface between the logical schema and the physical representation on disk.
Most, although not all, of the elements proposed in this paper appear in the visualization literature or existing visualization systems, as indicated by the references in sections II and III. Some have been adopted by visualization system developers working with the author since the first draft of this paper appeared two years ago. The main contributions of this paper are in assembling the elements important to unsteady flow visualization into a coherent software model, carefully examining the time vs. space vs. flexibility trade-offs involved, and identifying weaknesses in existing approaches. We hope that this model will help developers create visualization systems that meet the challenges of unsteady flow visualization.
Overview
Section II reviews previous work. Section III describes the model. Section IV briefly discusses miscellaneous issues. Section V explores future possibilities. Section VI is a brief summary. Appendix A is a glossary of the terminology used in this paper. 
II. Previous Work
Previous work can be divided into two categories: 1. papers on visualization models and, 2., visualization systems designed for unsteady flow. Visualization systems always have some underlying model, although it may not be explicit. Some of the literature straddles these two categories. Visualization Models
Upson89 describes the data flow model of visualization implemented and popularized by AVS and other visualization systems. In this model, data flows between independent modules that implement pure functions. Most implementations have a visual programming 'language' to construct networks of modules. For unsteady flow visualization, data flow systems are difficult to use because looping is problematic and data management facilities are weak. This is pointed out in Lang91. Lang91 argues that a database is a key element in visualization systems and the data flow model has no concept of a database.
Lucas92 describes an implementation of the data flow model with the interesting property that the data are cached in what is effectively a database. In this system (the IBM Data Explorer), the data flow description is used as a program for a process that automatically makes decisions about what data to keep in RAM.
Smith89 proposed unsteady flow visualization by taking subsets of the data and visualizing the subsets rather than the entire data set. Smith, et. al., write "... in many cases the storage of the solution set versus time at a few well-chosen cross-sections (e.g., two-coordinate slices through the three-coordinate space) can capture the critical flow features." This is a limited special case of the extract concept presented in section III.
Butler89b and Haber91 developed a model of scientific visualization data. As Haber91 says, "Butler and Pendley observed that the mathematical notion of fiber bundles provides a useful abstraction for an object-oriented scientific data model of considerable generality [Butler89a, Butler89b] . This paper [Haber91] specializes and extends this idea to incorporate localized, piecewise field descriptions." Unfortunately, fiber bundles are difficult to describe and are not well understood within the visualization community. For these reasons, we do not use the fiber bundle model in this paper.
Campbell89 discusses the application of AI techniques to handling large-scale scientific databases. The focus in this paper is on sensor data rather than numerical experiments.
Two workshops on data models for scientific visualization deserve mention. 
Visualization Systems
Hibbard90 describes the VIS-5D system designed for interactive visualization of unsteady 3-D data. VIS-5D uses a five dimensional array to store data in RAM.
Haimes91 describes the Visual3 software package used to visualize unsteady 3-D flows, particularly on unstructured grids. Performance on large 3-D unsteady solutions is currently inadequate.
To improve performance, processing was distributed over networked workstations and parts of our model (extracts) incorporated [Haimes94] .
Dickenson91 presents excellent time control facilities, at least on small data sets.
Bryson91 uses virtual reality techniques to examine time-dependent vector fields, although data sets must fit in RAM. Bryson92 distributes processing between a workstation and a mini-supercomputer to increase RAM, and therefore problem, size.
Yamasaki92 distributes computation between supercomputer and workstation to visualize unsteady flow. Gerald-Yamasaki has made significant contributions to this paper and has used some of the ideas presented here in recent work.
Schroeder92 describes an object oriented visualization system where animation is an integral part of every object's capabilities.
Lane93 implements particle paths and streaklines in the Unsteady Flow Analysis Toolkit (UFAT) visualization system. Some ideas from this paper have been incorporated into UFAT.
Finally, an earlier version of this report appeared as an internal technical report [Globus92b] that was distributed to NAS visualization 'customers' over the Internet and via the World Wide Web.
III. The Model
The most generic visualization system processes raw data to generate images. Hopefully, these images illuminate the content of the raw data. We start with a diagram of a generic visualization system.
Current CFD Visualization Systems
The next step in presenting the model is to describe current CFD visualization systems as a variant of the generic visualization model. Additional elements are then added one at a time, with explanations following a diagram, until the model is complete.
For CFD, the raw data to be visualized are solutions of partial differential equations modelling fluid flow. Remember that these solutions are represented by scalar and vector fields sampled on a time-space domain. At NAS, these fields are typically density, momentum and energy. Scientists frequently wish to examine additional fields derived from the scalar and vector fields solvers pro-
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Visualization Algorithms duce; so most CFD visualization systems use a field calculator to generate additional derived fields, such as pressure or vorticity, from solver output. These field calculations generally store derived fields in newly allocated memory. This trades storage and preprocessing time to increase speed when derived fields are interactively explored.
Images are very inflexible, i.e., the viewpoint cannot be changed, so most visualization systems used in CFD create intermediate results we call graphic objects. 1 Graphic objects are usually converted to images by workstation hardware. A single time step of a graphic object is a set of vertices defining a set of surfaces, curves, and/or points combined with rendering information such as vertex colors and normal vectors. Graphic objects greatly increase flexibility because the viewpoint can be changed. Furthermore, graphic objects usually, but not always, require less space than images. The cost of using graphic objects is the time to display successive time steps. Even the fastest workstation hardware cannot often compete with a 30 frame per second video tape of a complex scene. Extracts
An extract is a set of fields defined over a subdomain of the solution domain. To understand extracts, note that generating graphic objects from solutions can be divided into two steps: 1. extracting surface, curve, and/or point locations and associated field values to be visualized (the extractor step), and 2. converting field values to graphical properties (the artist step). The results of step 1 (locations and field values) are extracts. Extracts are much like solutions in that they are scalar, vector, and/or tensor fields on a (sub)domain. Examples of extract domains include isosurfaces, cut planes, and particles traces. Each solution time step usually has a corresponding extract time step. See appendix B for a discussion of common visualization algorithms as extract producers.
1. The terms display list, geometry, and geom are approximate synonyms for graphic object.
extractor artist Figure 4: Extracts
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Extracts field calculator field calculator Figure 5 provides an example of converting a solution to an extract, calculating a derived field, and drawing a graphic object.
Comparing extracts to graphic objects:
• Graphic object vertices are the equivalent of extract nodes. Both have a spatial location (x,y,z). However, extract nodes are associated with scientific data such as scalar, vector, and tensors while graphic object vertices are associated with rendering information such as colors and normal vectors.
• Each graphic object line segment usually has a corresponding extract grid edge.
• Each graphic object polygon usually has a corresponding extract grid cell.
• Each graphic object time step has a corresponding extract object time step.
Consider the trade-offs between storing extracts and graphic objects as separate objects vs. only storing graphic objects:
• Extracts require roughly the same storage as graphic objects. Consider each extract node and equivalent graphic object vertex:
• Both generally contain a physical location (x,y,z).
• For color mapped scalar fields, a scalar value requires the same space as eight bits each of red, green, blue, and alpha.
• For vector plots, a vector requires the same space as the endpoint of a line representing the vector.
• The extractor step usually (but not always) requires much more time than rendering graphic objects (factors of 8 -2124, see appendix C). For one thing, extraction is generally done with standard CPUs whereas very fast special purpose graphics hardware is More important is that extraction algorithms must sometimes access much or all of each 3-D solution time step (consider isosurface extraction), whereas graphic object rendering accesses only surfaces, lines, and/or points.
• Extracts can be quickly converted to different graphic representations (see previous bullet). Consider a scalar field, say pressure, calculated on a streamline. This extract can be rendered as a color mapped curve, a tube with diameter as a function of scalar value, a ribbon with ribbon orientation controlled by the scalar field, etc.
• Extracts can be processed to produce new extracts. For example, streamlines 1 on a cutplane can be calculated from a velocity field on the cutplane, but not from a set of normals.
• Graphic objects may be implemented using extract data directly, or as optimized graphic data structures into which converted extract data are copied. Using extract data directly conserves space by a factor of about two, but can sometimes require substantially longer rendering times (factors of up to 4 in appendix B's data).
Consider calculating derived fields on the entire solution vs. on an extract. Although the solution domain has three spatial dimensions plus time, the spatial domain of most extracts and their corresponding graphic objects is 0, 1, or 2 dimensional (points, curves, or surfaces) plus time. It is inefficient to calculate and store a field over the entire 4-D solution domain if the field is to be viewed only on lower dimensional graphic objects. Thus, derived field calculations should be limited to extracts whenever possible. In order to calculate some derived fields on extracts, it is necessary to find the derivatives of solver output fields on extract domains.
The following trade-offs require attention when comparing extracts to solutions.
• If the solution can be discarded once extracts are calculated, storage requirements are greatly reduced. In our investigation, individual extracts vary from 0.3% -6.7% of solution size, although these figures depend on many assumptions (see appendix C). On the other hand, the flexibility to examine the solution domain outside of the chosen extracts is lost completely.
• If field calculation can be limited to a few extract domains, computation time is substantially reduced. Extracts are much smaller than solutions and most derived field computations are 0(data-size). When derived field calculations are limited to extracts, one cannot quickly examine derived fields outside of those extracts.
Note that choosing the right extracts is critical to successful visualization, much as choosing the right instrumentation is crucial to the success of a wind-tunnel experiment.
1. A streamline is a particle trace in a steady velocity field.
Computation Space Fields
Extraction may be divided into two steps: 1. finding extract nodes in computation space, and 2. interpolating fields using computation space positions to index into field data. The results of step 1 are a computation space field.
An extract's computation space field is a set of computation space positions on an extract's domain. A computation space position is the memory offsets and interpolation coefficients used to interpolate solutions or derived fields at a point. In a sense, computation space is the way a field's data is laid out in memory, e.g., in a three dimensional array. • Storage requirements increase. Remember that for 3-D curvilinear grids, computation space positions are three floating point values. This price must be paid for each extract node.
• Additional fields can be interpolated later without rerunning the extractor. This increases flexibility since one is not limited to the fields calculated when the extractor is run.
• Visualization software is simpler and potentially faster. If all extractors create computation space extracts, then the same interpolation code can be used for all extractor output. This interpolation code is embarrassingly parallel because it does the identical operation on each computation space position. Thus, vectorization and parallelization are easy.
Note that even the physical location of extract nodes may be calculated by using computation space positions to index into the grid [Haimes92] . Animation
Although animation is not a focus of this paper, any unsteady flow visualization system needs animation facilities. A minimal animation data type is a sequence of images, called a movie. Like images, movies have no viewpoint control. To provide viewpoint control, the model also provides scenes. A scene is a set of graphic objects evolving through time and a navigation. A navigation is the path a virtual camera takes through time and space to create a movie, i.e., an ordered set of viewpoints and viewing directions. Scenes are put together by a director. A movie is created by 'turning on' a virtual camera and running a scene.
The terms artist, director, and camera are obviously borrowed. An artist chooses a visual representation for an idea (extract). A director chooses props and actors (graphic objects) and camera angles (navigation). Cameras record movies.
Scenes generally (although not always) require much less storage than movies, and scenes often playback more slowly. Movies stored on video tape can circumvent the storage problem, although video quality is seldom as good as that provided by the computer screen. 
Persistent Object Database
Each solution, extract, graphic object, scene, navigation, and movie is an object. These disparate objects need a coherent organization and should be persistent. Furthermore, it is often useful to distinguish between the logical organization of the data (logical schema) and the physical representation on disk (physical schema). These facilities can be provided by collecting all objects into a persistent, possibly distributed, object database. Note that objects may be classified as either science or graphics data.
The database should be designed to provide:
• Separation of logical and physical schemas. This simplifies visualization algorithms and, sometimes, can dramatically improve performance. Visualization algorithms using a logical schema can, without change, access data physically laid out in many formats, with (usually) some loss of performance. On the other hand, working with massively parallel processors, [Seamons94] has shown that storing multi-dimensional arrays in single processor 'chunks' can improve IO performance by an order of magnitude. A logical interface to the arrays allows simulation and visualization software to remain unchanged, even thought the data are not arranged in traditional FORTRAN (or C) order.
• Unity and completeness. At a minimum, all objects may be accessed, created, deleted, and modified through at least one common interface. Special purpose interfaces can provide more optimal access to different types of data.
• Performance metrics, i.e., object storage requirements and generation time. These are essential to making informed time vs. space vs. flexibility trade-offs. For example, the storage required for an isosurface not currently being rendered vs. the time to re-calculate the isosurface from the solution; or the flexibility lost when a solution is discarded after extracts are calculated vs. the storage required by the solution.
• Persistence, e.g., lossless save and restore state. This allows visualization work sessions to be restarted, moved between machines, and shared with others just as word processor documents are. Note that splitting and merging of databases is a valuable feature, since portions of a database can be shared and reused.
• Object history. A description of how each object is created. This is useful to conveniently implement repetitive operations; for example, calculating an isosurface for many time steps. Object history can help a system make time vs. space trade-offs when saving state; e.g., choosing whether to save a cutplane to disk or recalculate it when restoring state.
• An archive. The database can be pruned to a bare minimum of storage supporting (or invalidating) an experiment's hypothesis, and stored on suitable media along with journal articles, solver source code, etc. As large simulations can consume months of a scientist's career, it makes sense to keep a substantial, well organized, portable archive.
To understand a unsteady flow, it is often useful to watch a scene over and over, with small changes in the point of view. To do this rapidly requires that graphic object time steps be stored in the database rather than recomputed from the solution. Storing extract time steps also allows relatively fast changes in graphic representation.
In general, the database aspect of visualization is not well supported by current systems, with the notable exception of [Lang91] . Data flow systems such as AVS and SGI Explorer are particularly weak in database support [Globus92a] . This is a serious deficiency.
IV. Discussion
The most popular visualization system model today is the data flow model used by AVS [Upson89] , SGI Explorer [SGI92] , IBM Data Explorer [Lucas92] , and others. Clearly, the data flow model can accommodate breaking visualization processing into extracting computation space fields, interpolating extract physical space fields, and then generating graphic objects. Each of these steps can be implemented as a set of modules. Implementing a database as described in this paper within the data flow model is much more difficult, requiring major rethinking by system developers.
Although the model is very flexible and can be used in many ways, it was developed to address the situation where the solution is calculated on a supercomputer, visualized on a workstation, and there is not enough disk space to store all solution time steps. An approach to this problem using the model is illustrated in figure 10 .
This paper has focused on very large unsteady CFD solutions. These data are characterized by a set of 3-D steady-state solutions indexed by time. Many disciplines produce data with similar characteristics and might benefit from this model. Furthermore, the fact that the index is time is not crucial to the model. In a more complex situation, one can imagine numerical experiments with two indexes, e.g., Reynolds number and time. In this case, the model should be even more useful, but database management and director tools become more complex.
Visualization is used not only to understand results, but also to debug solvers [Tuchman91] . The system characteristics required for unsteady flow visualization are similar to those required for debugging since the solution is converging and is thus unsteady. For debugging, discarding solution time steps is much less objectionable than when visualizing results, so extracts are more useful. 
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The supercomputer computes solution time steps and calculates extracts extracted directly from the solution. Solution time steps are buffered on disk to give maximum time to find the right extracts. Due to storage limitations, however, eventually solution time steps must be archived to tape or deleted.
The workstation calculates extracts extracted from other extracts, converts extracts to a variety of graphic objects, and creates scenes.
Video tape captures scenes as sequences of images, i.e., movies.
V. Future Work
The author worked with unsteady CFD visualization system developers such as R. Haimes [Haimes91] , M. Gerald-Yamasaki [Yamasaki92] , D. Lane [Lane93] and the FAST team [Bancroft90] to help integrate the model into working systems. In general, the extract concept has been fairly well accepted, but developers have yet to embrace the database concept.
The model assumes that users examine the performance data in the object database to make time vs. space trade-offs. Once sufficient experience is gained, it may be possible to develop intelligent software assistants [Miceli92] to automate the trade-offs based on available resources and user goals.
For the most part, this paper has assumed that users choose the extracts to calculate. However, imagine smart sensors that examine solution time steps to find features and generate extracts appropriately. For example, setting an isosurface threshold at the center of the steepest gradient of a scalar field, or creating three orthogonal cutting planes at vector field stationary points. This concept, contributed by Val Watson, is a rich area for future research.
VI. Summary
We have presented a software model intended as a guide to solving performance and flexibility problems encountered when visualizing the largest unsteady volumetric CFD results. The model consists of a database of solutions, extracts, graphic objects, scenes, and movies. The most important parts of the model are:
• Calculating extracts rather than graphic objects from solutions.
• Dividing extract computations into finding computation space fields and interpolating physical space fields.
• Collecting all data into a persistent object database separating the logical schema from the physical representation of data.
Although most visualization systems implement parts of the model and can be analyzed in the model's terms, there is no complete implementation to prove the concept.
We hope to see the model used to guide developers as visualization systems are developed or modified to examine large unsteady data sets. Developers should recognize that all portions of the model are important. We believe that leaving out portions will lead to loss of flexibility and reduced performance.
Extracts are a subset of a solution's nodes or a resampling of the solution domain. In each case, an extract may extend over some or all time steps.
Graphic objects are sets of vertices with rendering information.
Movies are sequences of images, e.g., video tapes.
A navigation is a sequence of viewpoints and view direction used to animate a set of graphic objects in a scene. Navigations may be canned or interactive.
A scene is a set of graphic objects and a navigation. A navigation is a viewpoint and viewing direction evolving over time.
A solution is a set of sampled scalar and vector fields evolving in time in a volume. Fields are sampled at each node of a computational grid at each of many time steps. Grids may evolve with time. Solution time steps are generated from initial conditions or previous time steps by solvers.
Viewpoint is the location of the viewer, or camera. View direction is the direction a camera is looking.
Appendix B: Visualization Techniques Producing Extracts
Most common visualization techniques can be easily modified to produce extracts rather than graphic objects. Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of common visualization techniques applied to fields on curvilinear grids. Fields are not discussed because any field may be calculated on any extract, although some make more sense than others. Table 5 gives performance data for some of these extracts. The surface where a scalar field has a constant value. Isosurfaces do not always need to have field values calculated for each vertex since the spatial information alone is frequently of great interest.
Tangent Curve 1-D curvilinear A curve that is everywhere tangent to a vector field. Functions on tangent curves are frequently used to control graphic representation, e.g., stream polygons [Schroeder91] .
Particle Trace 0-D The path a massless particle takes when released into a vector field. Note that in a steady vector field, a particle trace is identical to a tangent curve. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the derivative tensor at each zero may be thought of as a field on the stationary point grid. A derived field may only be desired on parts of the grid (e.g., the zeros but not the manifolds). 
Extract Sizes
Imagine that three grid planes, three large marching cubes surfaces (isosurfaces or cutting planes), and a particle cloud containing 20,000 particles are extracted from various size 3D solutions on curvilinear grids. Assume two scalar and one vector fields are on each extract. Table 3 shows the relative sizes of the extracts and the solution. Note that the extract/solution size ratio decreases as the solution size increases because solutions are three dimensional and extracts are 2, 1, or 0 dimensional.
Note that a user can control the memory needed by extracts by choosing the number and type of extracts to calculate. Consider a solution on a 3,000,000 node solution on a curvilinear grid. Table  4 shows storage requirements for various extracts. Note that the marching cubes surfaces consume the most storage:
Extractor CPU Time Table 5 provides performance metrics for the extracts and related graphic objects in table 2. Many simplifying assumptions were made to generate this table, some of which are described in the a. Marching cubes surfaces can vary greatly in size depending on the number of cells intersected. b. The first number assumes one scalar field on the extract's grid (x,y,z plus scalar). The second number assumes a vector field on the extract's grid (x,y,z plus 3 vector). 
